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Foreword

I was a relative newbie to both agile and lean when I first met Mary and Tom Poppendieck at an Agile Conference in Salt Lake City in 2003, so of course I started our conversation with the question that had been bothering me: “How do you reconcile the lean view that tests are waste with the need for tests in software development?” Mary’s immediate response: “Unit tests are what let you stop the line.”

I’ve learned a lot about both agile and lean since then, and the more I learn, the more I appreciate the profound understanding that led to that simple answer so clearly tying multiple agile practices to fundamental lean principles.

So, when Mary asked me to review her new book, I jumped at the chance, and I wasn’t disappointed. The approach of framing various views into lean leadership provided fresh perspectives on many of the issues that we must all address if we are to be effective in developing software in the twenty-first century. I could rave on about the book, but that would just keep you from reading it, so I decided to limit myself to sharing my three favorite parts of the book (in chronological order)—not an easy task when the whole book is packed with valuable information.

Since I’m a geek at heart, my first favorite part of the book was Chapter 2, Technical Excellence, with its fresh look at agile practices as a continuation and extension of the fundamentals expressed in the early days of computer science by giants such as Dijkstra, Parnas, and Mills. Seeing agile practices as an evolution of the best of the past, rather than as a revolution that rejects the past, is an important step in enabling adoption of the best that agile has to offer.

Since I’m an idealist, my second favorite part of the book was in Chapter 4, Relentless Improvement, with the discussion of the need for a shared vision of what success will look like for your organization. When you couple this with the material in the same chapter about the importance of managers as mentors in developing problem solvers, you start to see the potential for an organization where everyone works every day to remove the impediments to future success.

Finally, since I’m a realist, my third favorite part of the book was Chapter 5, Great People. “Success comes from people. Results are not the point. Developing
people so that they can achieve successful results is the point.” Statistically speaking, no large company has all above-average employees, suppliers, and customers. However, by following the principles and advice in this book, any company, large or small, has the potential of getting above-average results from its average employees, suppliers, and customers. That’s really what business success is all about.

If I read the book again, would I pick the same three favorite parts? I don’t know, but I’ll find out. As soon as the book is published, I’ll be starting book clubs across our company to share these ideas and see where they lead us. I encourage all of you to do the same.

Dottie Acton
Senior Fellow
Lockheed Martin
Introduction: Framing

Weathering the Perfect Storm\(^1\)

_Sweden’s Handelsbanken has placed a large sum of money in an account at the Riksbank in a bid to help the central bank safeguard the financial system._

—Stockholm, June 17, 2009 (Reuters)

Svenska Handelsbanken is one of the top 25 banks in Europe. It was not just the only bank that survived the Swedish banking crisis in the 1990s without asking for government support—it has also done very well in the 2008/2009 crisis. Handelsbanken did not have to raise capital or ask for government support and its shares have been the best performing European bank stock by a wide margin. Despite its large size Handelsbanken has, in many ways, acted as a shock absorber, not a shock amplifier, to the financial system.\(^2\)

In 1970, Svenska Handelsbanken was 100 years old and deeply troubled. It was trying mightily to become the largest bank in Sweden, and costs had gotten out of control. To make a bad situation worse, a small provincial bank in northern Sweden was eating into its market share. When the Handelsbanken management team abruptly resigned, its board decided to recruit the head of the upstart competitor as Handelsbanken’s new managing director. Dr. Jan Wallander was a professional economist turned banker who had his own ideas about how to run a bank.

The first thing Wallander did was to make it clear that growth is not the point; profitability is what matters. He insisted that everyone in the bank stop trying to bring in as much revenue as possible and start focusing on generating

\(^1\) Information in this section is from Wallander, “Budgeting—An Unnecessary Evil,” 1999.

profitable revenue instead. To accomplish this goal, he had information systems publish a few key metrics for each branch immediately after the end of each month, numbers such as the cost-to-income ratio (the inverse of profitability) and income per employee (productivity). Then he gave branch managers the freedom to manage their affairs locally. They could decide which products to sell, how much money to spend, how many employees to hire, and so on. Wallander felt that central control got in the way of the people closest to customers, slowed down their reaction time, and stifled their creativity. So decision-making authority devolved to branch managers; staff groups were dramatically reduced in number and size, and those that remained had to sell their services to the branches.

Each month branch managers could see how they stood relative to their peers on the key measures. Wallander believed that this kind of competition among branches provided a continuing challenge that drove each branch to constantly improve the things that really mattered. To keep this competition friendly, there were no bonuses based on the relative internal standings. Instead, Wallander established one of the earliest profit-sharing programs in Sweden, with payouts to a pension fund based on the overall profitability of the company relative to its external competitors.

The bank’s goal was to be more profitable than comparable banks. From 1972 onward, Handelsbanken has been more profitable than the mean of all of its competitors, and generally it has been the most profitable bank in Sweden, although occasionally it was in second or third place. Shortly after Wallander took over, two Swedish banks merged to form a bank much larger than Handelsbanken; it took 23 years for Handelsbanken to grow back into the largest bank in Sweden—this time without explicitly trying.

The results of Wallander’s approach were both immediate and long-lasting. Svenska Handelsbanken is among the most cost-efficient banks in the world. Moody ranks its financial strength among the top ten European banks, something that comes in handy during the periodic financial crises that plague the banking industry. It has continued to grow, expanding to other Nordic countries as well as the UK. Frequently ranked as a top place to work, Handelsbanken has the most satisfied customers, the lowest employee turnover, and the highest investor return of any Swedish bank.

Jan Wallander understood that the most effective, responsive organization is one where small unit leaders make local decisions. He devised an organizational structure, governance approach, and culture that reliably engaged the creativity and dedication of knowledge workers at hundreds of local branches. Four decades later, his vision is credited with helping Handelsbanken weather one of the worst financial storms in a century.
The Leadership Frame of Great Companies

What does Handelsbanken have in common with Nucor Steel, SAS Institute, W. L. Gore, Southwest Airlines, Semco, and Toyota? Each of these companies has developed a culture of high involvement, each thrives in an industry of high change, and each has sustained best-in-industry performance over time. And each company credits its unique culture for its success. Interestingly, the cultures of these companies are not all that unique; in fact, they are remarkably similar. Consider these descriptions of company culture, direct from each company’s Web site:

**Nucor Steel**

*Our Culture:*
Safety First
Eliminating Hierarchy
Granting Trust and Freedom
Giving All Workers a Stake in the Company
Turning Everyone into a Decision Maker
Inspiring a Work Ethic

**SAS Institute**

If you treat employees as if they make a difference to the company, they will make a difference to the company. That has been the employee-focused philosophy behind SAS’ corporate culture since our founding in 1976. At the heart of this unique business model is a simple idea: satisfied employees create satisfied customers.

“We’ve worked hard to create a corporate culture that is based on trust between our employees and the company,” explains SAS President and CEO Jim Goodnight, “a culture that rewards innovation, encourages employees to try new things and yet doesn’t penalize them for taking chances, and a culture that cares about employees’ personal and professional growth.”

**W. L. Gore & Associates**

How we work at Gore sets us apart. Since Bill Gore founded the company in 1958, Gore has been a team-based, flat lattice organization that fosters personal initiative. There are no traditional organizational charts, no chains of command, nor predetermined channels of communication.

Instead, we communicate directly with each other and are accountable to fellow members of our multi-disciplined teams. We encourage hands-on innovation, involving those closest to a project in decision making. Teams organize around opportunities and leaders emerge.

The mission of Southwest Airlines is dedication to the highest quality of Customer Service delivered with a sense of warmth, friendliness, individual pride, and Company Spirit.

We are committed to provide our Employees a stable work environment with equal opportunity for learning and personal growth. Creativity and innovation are encouraged for improving the effectiveness of Southwest Airlines. Above all, Employees will be provided the same concern, respect, and caring attitude within the organization that they are expected to share externally with every Southwest Customer.

Southwest Airlines is famous for its remarkable management philosophy: employees first, customers second, shareholders a distant third. When we look at other truly successful companies, we notice that they have a similar philosophy. In these companies, front-line people are highly valued, are expected to make local decisions, and are effectively engaged in delivering superior customer outcomes. As a result, the companies gain two significant advantages: (1) Workers routinely dedicate their intelligence and creativity to help the company be successful, and (2) the company is adaptive; it can detect and quickly respond to changing market conditions and opportunities.

The purpose of this book is to explore how we might adapt the way these great companies frame the role of leadership to organizations involved in developing software-intensive systems.

Frames

Deep frames pervade TPS that fundamentally alter how the system is understood and therefore how to proceed with implementation. If managers and program leaders fail to understand the frameworks underlying TPS, they miss the point and therefore fail to achieve the expected results.7

When coauthor Tom isn’t thinking about software development, he pursues his passion, which is photography. He captures stunning scenic views and creates dynamic photo journals of conferences. When you look at his photographs, you see the world through his eyes; he has carefully framed each photograph to guide your attention to the subject and purpose of the image, whether it is an

7. We thank Michael Ballé, Godefroy Beauvallet, Art Smalley, and Durward Sobek for their paper “The Thinking Production System,” 2006, which inspired the theme of this book. This quote is from that paper. TPS is an abbreviation for the Toyota Production System, and also the Thinking People System.
engaged conversation, a sweeping view of a spectacular sunrise, or a tightly framed view of an incongruous detail. The first thing Tom does when he creates a photograph is to decide on the perspective and framing that will lead to an effective composition. Sometimes he creates a frame with his hands to help him concentrate both on how the elements inside the photograph flow together and on which things to leave out of the frame because they would detract from the subject. Only after Tom has framed a picture does he consider the details of focus, depth of field, exposure, improving the lighting, and so on. In the end, each of Tom’s photographs tells a story about the subject from his chosen perspective.

According to cognitive scientists, we all interpret our surroundings through frames—mental constructs that shape our perspective of the world. Frames are sets of beliefs about what elements to pay attention to and how these elements interact with each other. Frames place significant limits on our perspective; we can see only what our frames tell us is meaningful, and we usually ignore what lies outside the boundaries. Most of us are unaware of the way our background and experience shape the way we frame our decisions and actions; only a few of us consciously adjust our frames as if we were photographers. In fact, we seldom even think about the direction in which we are pointing our cameras.

Everyone shapes his or her view of the world through framing, and people with different backgrounds are likely to see their surroundings through vastly different frames. By themselves, frames are not inherently good or bad; they just are. However, evidence has shown that certain frames are more likely than others to lead to long-term business success. For example, as we will see later, Southwest Airlines frames its business in a strikingly different manner from most other airlines. And over its almost 40-year life span, Southwest has been more successful than airlines employing different frames, including airlines that have copied many of Southwest’s practices. Similarly, Toyota frames its business differently from the Big Three automakers in Detroit, and although most automakers have adopted lean practices, their thinking frames have not really changed. Like Southwest, Toyota is a major player in the automotive business, and not coincidentally, Toyota, Southwest Airlines, and Svenska Handelsbanken all see the world through similar frames.

Whatever frame you use limits the questions you think to ask, the decision alternatives you consider, and the consequences you anticipate from those decisions. Sometimes you may be surprised and perhaps disappointed when things don’t work out as expected. It is possible that the execution of the decision was at fault, or that events conspired to change the results. But it is more likely that your frame of reference, your thinking system, is the culprit. If you are not seeing the results you expect from your current direction, consider moving to a different place, re-aim your camera, and look at the problem through a different frame.
Framing the System Development Process

This book is divided into six chapters. Each chapter contains four frames, so over the course of the book we will look through 24 different frames to get a good picture of how a lean development process should work. Taken as a whole, the 24 frames present a coherent leadership framework for system development. We conclude each chapter with a portrait of the leader who is responsible for creating focus through its four frames. (See Figure I-1.)

Chapter 1, Systems Thinking, starts, appropriately enough, by focusing on customers. It examines the nature of customer demand, distinguishing between value demand and failure demand. It investigates how our work systems can predictably and effectively anticipate and deal with demand, and how our policies often interfere and create waste. The chapter concludes with a portrait of a leader who creates a vision of how to delight customers.

Chapter 2, Technical Excellence, covers the basics of excellent software development—low-dependency architecture, a test-driven development process, an evolutionary development approach, and the importance of deep expertise among developers. The highlighted leader in this chapter is the competency leader.

Chapter 3, Reliable Delivery, starts by finding the biggest constraint in the system and learning how to manage the risk posed by that constraint. It discusses workflow and schedule, and the essential contribution of feedback. The highlighted leader is the product champion—the same leader we met in Chapter 1, but this time in the role of leading implementation.

Chapter 4, Relentless Improvement, discusses the essential characteristic of any lean organization: constant, ongoing, never-be-satisfied improvement. It shows how improvement works, suggests some tools, and features the manager as mentor of improvement.

Chapter 5, Great People, starts with the assumption that great results come from great people, so the essential question is how to create great people. It starts with the basic tenet that people treat others the way they are treated, then walks through the four Ps: Purpose, Passion, Persistence, and Pride. The chapter highlights the front-line leader, who has the most influence on the way people think about their work.

Chapter 6, Aligned Leaders, discusses and gives examples of developing alignment on the leadership team. It has several lists of ideas for your leadership team to ponder as you turn theory into practice.
### Framing the System Development Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems Thinking</th>
<th>Technical Excellence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer Focus</td>
<td>Essential Complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Capability</td>
<td>Quality by Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-End Flow</td>
<td>Evolutionary Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy-Driven Waste</td>
<td>Deep Expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Champion, Take 1</td>
<td>Competency Leader</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reliable Delivery</th>
<th>Relentless Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proven Experience</td>
<td>Visualize Perfection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level Workflow</td>
<td>Establish a Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pull Scheduling</td>
<td>Expose Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Control</td>
<td>Learn to Improve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Champion, Take 2</td>
<td>Manager as Mentor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Great People</th>
<th>Aligned Leaders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Workers</td>
<td>From Theory to Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Norm of Reciprocity</td>
<td>Governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Respect</td>
<td>Alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pride of Workmanship</td>
<td>Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front-Line Leader</td>
<td>Leaders at All Levels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure I-1**  *The big picture*
Southwest Airlines is a company that has defied the odds against success in the rough world of the airline industry and become a model for others to follow—a model that has been enormously difficult to copy. Why? Because would-be imitators copy the parts of the system that fit their mental models, but they don’t copy the way these parts work together as a system. They fail to appreciate the fundamentally different way of thinking behind the Southwest Airlines system: systems thinking.

For decades, John Seddon has used systems thinking to dramatically improve service organizations. “To take a systems view is to think about the organization from the outside-in, to understand customer demand and to design a system that meets it,” Seddon says. “To enable control in this high variety environment, it is necessary to integrate decision-making with work (so the workers control the work) and use measures derived from the work. . . . If workers are controlling the work, they need managers to be working on the things beyond the control of the workers which affect the system conditions: the way work works. The result is an adaptive, customer-centric system.”

Seddon’s approach to systems thinking begins by asking an organization to answer five questions: (1) Purpose: What is the purpose of this organization? (2) Demand: What is the nature of customer demand? (3) Capability: What is the system predictably achieving? (4) Flow: How does the work work? (5) System conditions: What are the causes of waste in the system? We discuss these five questions in this chapter. Then we introduce the leader whose job it is to bring systems thinking to the creation of a product idea, the product champion. We will meet the product champion again in Chapter 3, leading the product development effort.

A Different Way to Run an Airline

Are empty airplane seats waste? If you were an airline executive, what would your answer be?

Every month the Airline Transport Association publishes the load factors (revenue passenger miles divided by available seat miles—a utilization measure) for U.S. airlines. Business reporters are quick to praise airlines that increased load factors over the previous year. Financial analysts maintain that once an airline load factor exceeds its break-even point, more and more revenue will hit the bottom line. So it’s pretty clear that empty seats are waste—unless you are an airline passenger. Or Southwest Airlines.

Completely full airplanes aren’t very comfortable. It’s hard to find space for carry-on luggage, and people carry on a lot more these days, since most U.S. airlines are charging to check bags. But the real problem comes during the holidays when bad weather wrecks havoc with airline schedules, and there is no spare capacity. Far too many airline passengers have spent Thanksgiving in Denver or Christmas in Chicago instead of getting all the way home for the holidays.

It costs airlines a lot to untangle the mess of a winter storm at a hub, especially with load factors approaching 100%. To soften the financial blow, U.S. airlines long ago stopped providing lodging for passengers who were stranded because of a weather-caused delay, but they still have to find a way to get those passengers to their destination. Inconvenienced passengers are not happy, but most airlines don’t seem to worry about the cost of annoyed customers. After all, the bad weather wasn’t their fault.

Over the years, Southwest Airlines has reported load factors that were approximately 10% lower than those of other airlines of similar size. This might lead you to suspect that Southwest has been struggling financially—but you would be wrong. Donald Converse summed up the amazing track record of Southwest Airlines in Fast Company magazine in June 2008:

Founded in 1971, Southwest Airlines began to establish a consistent pattern of deviating from convention. In 1978 the airline industry was deregulated and 120 plus airlines have gone bankrupt since. Why, in this difficult environment, has SWA continued to grow and thrive? Notably, SWA is the only airline to continuously show a profit every year since 1973. How has SWA managed to increase its traffic by as much as 139%? Here are some facts that might help to understand how SWA has achieved this incredible record:

- The company consistently leads the industry in low fares and dominates the short haul market with an average of 60% market share.

A DIFFERENT WAY TO RUN AN AIRLINE

• The company serves over 2400 customers per employee annually—making SWA employees by far the most productive workforce in the airline industry.
• Employee turnover averages 6.4%—again one of the best records in the industry.
• SWA is consistently ranked in the top 100 of the best U.S. companies to work for.
• They have never been forced to lay off employees regardless of external market factors such as recession or high fuel prices.
• They have the best record for baggage handling in the industry.
• They have the best on-time performance record.
• Fewest customer complaints.
• Youngest fleet of airplanes, and the best safety record!

Southwest’s stated purpose is to make flying possible for those who would not otherwise be able to afford it. Thus Southwest sees its main competitor as the car, not other airlines.4 Southwest started out in Texas serving three cities—Houston, Dallas, and San Antonio—that form a triangle, about a four-hour drive, or an hour flight, apart. About a year after it was founded, Southwest had four planes on these routes, but it was running out of money, so it sold one of the planes. However, executives decided that canceling a quarter of its flights would be a disaster—this would not lead to higher load factors; it would lead to many fewer customers.

This was the start of Southwest’s famous ability to rapidly turn around aircraft at the gate. The ground operations manager decided that planes could be emptied of passengers and filled up for the next flight in ten minutes, allowing three planes to fly the schedule designed for four.5 What Southwest realized is that load factors don’t take into account the time that airplanes spend on the ground. By operating with fewer planes, Southwest saved significantly on capital investment and labor costs. Maintaining the same number of flights provided plenty of options for passengers and empty seats for growing traffic and absorbing variation—at a small marginal cost. James Parker, former Southwest CEO, notes:6

4. In Europe, Southwest would compete with trains, but in the United States there are few equivalent train systems.
5. Southwest planes used to leave the gate before everyone was seated, encouraging people to find a seat. This is no longer allowed, and turnaround times are a bit longer these days.
With Southwest’s predominantly short and medium haul route structure, an increase in turnaround times of 20 minutes per flight would reduce the available flying time for each aircraft by about two hours every day. Spreading this effect over the entire fleet of more than 450 airplanes would mean the loss of about 900 hours of flying every day. Remember, an aircraft doesn’t make any money sitting on the ground. So Southwest would have to buy at least 80 more airplanes. With a list price of around $40 million per 737, this comes to a tidy sum of well over $3 billion. This is money Southwest doesn’t have to spend because of its efficient turnaround.

Southwest realizes that increasing its revenue potential is more profitable than trying to make as much money as possible on every flight, and customers get more of what they want at the same time. Southwest’s airplanes may be less full than those of its competitors, but the planes spend a lot more time in the air, which more than compensates for the lower load factors. By one account, the typical Southwest 737 is used 11.5 hours a day, compared with an average of 8.6 hours for other carriers. Rapid aircraft turnaround leading to high capital equipment utilization bears a resemblance to the use of short setup times in manufacturing, pioneered by Toyota. Both companies discovered new, counterintuitive ways to make more productive use of both capital equipment and people while maintaining increased flexibility in the face of variation in demand. In both cases, their approach trumped the apparent economies of scale enjoyed by their competitors.

Since Southwest can turn a plane around much faster than other airlines, the people involved can be assigned to a new plane more quickly, and thus they are more productive. Short turnarounds have been difficult for other airlines to copy; Southwest’s times average 15 to 20 minutes faster than those of their best competitors. One of the reasons short turnarounds are so difficult to emulate is that many different departments must be coordinated in a short span of time: pilots, flight attendants, caterers, cabin cleaners, gate agents, operations agents, ramp agents, ticket agents, baggage agents, freight agents, fuelers, mechanics. Southwest nurtures a strong culture of cooperation across these departments; people from different areas routinely help each other out. At many other airlines, work rules and measurement systems discourage such cooperation.

---

Any Pilot Can Fly Any Plane, Any Plane Can Fly Any Route

We were flying from Los Angeles to Denver on Southwest. We were pleasantly surprised by the waiting area: a double row of comfortable seats with small tables and power outlets in between, right at the gate, and free! It was just what we road warriors look for in an airline club room, especially when the flight is delayed. And our flight was late, due to fog in San Francisco. When it arrived, we experienced the famous rapid turnaround with a well-managed boarding queue. But alas, we were not going to depart on that plane; the pilot announced that it had a mechanical problem.

We were asked to go to another airplane and please take the same seat; we didn’t have boarding passes, after all. The plane was about 70% full—typical for Southwest—so most of the center seats were empty and no one was too worried about seating. A quick exit from the plane and a short walk brought us to a gate where the plane we were now going to take was just pulling up. It was empty in short order, and two agents stood at the gate checking each of us off on a paper list as we boarded. Soon we were all in the same seats with the same crew and the same luggage in the hold. Less than a half hour after the mechanical problem was discovered, we were leaving in a different plane.

Not long after that trip we found ourselves in Atlanta, flying home to Minneapolis on a late-evening flight, this time on a different airline. Again, fog took its toll. As the evening wore on, our flight was delayed, first to 11:00 P.M. Then 11:30 P.M. Then a quarter past midnight. I checked the arrival time of the plane coming in to our departing gate to be sure we would have a plane. An arrival was scheduled at 11:05 P.M.—over an hour before our flight was scheduled to depart. Surely this could not be our plane. How could a simple turnaround take 80 minutes? We were soon to find out.

We went to the gate and found our future cabin crew already there; they’d been waiting for the plane for a couple of hours, just like us. In this traditional system, there was no concept that a flight and its crew could simply be assigned the next available plane; everyone had to wait for the appropriate aircraft to arrive. We could see why Southwest achieves higher productivity through its emphasis on simplicity: Any flight and any crew can use any available plane.

When the plane we were to take finally arrived, it seemed to take forever for people to get off. Of course it was completely full, but even worse, it was overflowing with carry-on luggage. The airline had a $15 luggage fee, which encouraged passengers to carry on everything they could. As we boarded, the same thing happened—the plane was completely full and almost everyone was overburdened with luggage. It took forever to get all the luggage stowed or checked. The impact of luggage fees on turnaround times seems to be lost on most airlines. One wonders if the fees cover the decreased aircraft utilization.

Mary and Tom Poppendieck
Jim Parker, Southwest’s former CEO, claims that Southwest Airlines isn’t really in the airline business at all. The company is in the customer service business; it just happens to fly airplanes. He believes that the secret to success in the customer service business is to take good care of your employees, because then they will take good care of your customers, and satisfied customers lead to a successful business. So Southwest focuses on three things: Create a great place to work, provide customers with what they really want, and make sure that the airline always makes a profit so it can stay in business for the long term.

Frame 1: Customer Focus

If you think of your organization as a system, then a clear, customer-focused purpose that can be used to drive holistic decisions is the starting point for systems thinking. Start by asking yourself, “Who are my customers, and what do they really want from my organization?” This is not as easy as it sounds, because it may not be clear who your customers really are. So let’s start by defining whom we mean by customers.

Who Are Your Customers?

A customer is anyone who pays for, uses, supports, or derives value from the systems you create. Thus you probably have a lot of different customers. But wait; there’s more. If you are working on a subsystem of a larger system, you have customers of your subsystem and customers of the overall system. So arriving at clarity about who your customers are can be challenging.

We recommend that you simplify the issue of identifying your customers by considering the whole system you are involved in creating, not just the software. If you are creating a subsystem of a larger system, think of those creating the other parts of the system as partners and focus on understanding the customers of the overall system. For example, if you are developing the software for a medical device programmer, the primary customers are those whose lives are improved by the medical device, followed closely by the medical personnel who select, deliver, and program the medical device. If you are developing soft-

---


11. We use the word *system* in two ways: First, there is your organization’s work system, and second, there are the systems you deliver to customers. The meaning should be clear from context. Systems thinking should be applied to both types of systems.
ware to automate a business process, the purpose of the software is to support the most effective business process possible, and the most appropriate measurements of success would be the business results generated by the improved business process.

**Customers Who Pay for the System**

Often the first customers who come to mind are the sponsors who pay for your systems. Ask yourself, “Why do these customers spend good money for my systems? What purpose are they trying to achieve? What are their key constraints?” Sponsors usually have a clear purpose: They know the overall results they expect from an investment. Cost is frequently constrained by a limit beyond which the investment would not make sense, and sometimes there is a deadline beyond which the system would not be useful.

Sponsors usually don’t care about the details of the system, as long as their purpose is served. Thus it is very important to be clear about what this purpose is and to focus on it separately from the details of implementation. The objective is to be sure that the sponsor’s purpose is achieved.

**Customers Who Use the System**

Customers who use your system may not be the same as those who pay for the system, and sometimes these users have a different purpose. They have a job to do, and they want the system to help them do their job more effectively, more comfortably, and more intuitively. As Carl Kessler and John Sweitzer say in *Outside-in Software Development*, “If your product makes end-users feel smart, effective, and in control of their work, you have a winning product.”

**Customers Who Support the System**

When you release a system, you may breathe a sigh of relief now that your work is done; but the work is just beginning for those who support the system. Do you know how *consumable* your systems are—that is, how rapidly and easily your customers can begin realizing value from your system? What does it take to install a system or a release? How difficult is it to use? How much training is required?

You should also understand how *robust* your systems are. How often do they fail in normal use? How long does it take to recover? How easy is it to find and eliminate the cause? What does a failure cost your customers?

---

Customers Who Derive Value from the System

One of the most effective ways to create a competitive advantage is to help your customers be successful. So ask yourself whether you know how long it takes your customers to start deriving value from your systems. Is there anything you can do to help them?

Many companies expand their business by understanding their customers’ value chain and helping their customers’ customers be successful. For example, if a company helps its customers develop a truly effective call center, or sell software tools that increase the effectiveness of financial analysts, their customers will be delighted.

Product Owners Aren’t Customers

I was giving a talk at a company with maybe 70 people in the room. “How many here are developers?” my host asked. About 50 people raised their hands. “And how many of you developers understand the purpose of the code you work on?” Only two hands stayed up!

We found a similar sentiment in the developers who attended our class over the next two days; few of them knew why they were working on their assigned stories. I challenged them to take responsibility for understanding and achieving the purpose of their work; they should spend time with the production workers in the manufacturing plant and find out how well the system was working for them. As it turned out, many had already done that, but the issues the production workers thought were important never made it to the developers’ “to do” list.

“We are a central IT department,” the department manager told me. “When we implemented Scrum, we decided that the IT people in the business units should be the product owners. But the problem is they are actually project managers, so they usually tell the development teams exactly what to do without telling them why. They are measured on how many new features get into the system, so they don’t put priority on maintenance work, even though our system annoys the production workers and often slows down factory production.”

Product managers and product owners are not customers. Their job should be to connect the development teams with customers, but that clearly wasn’t happening here. Instead, the product owners represented a handover between the development teams and their real customers, keeping developers from engaging in the purpose of their work.

Later in our class we did a problem-solving exercise, and two groups independently decided to work on the problem of not being allowed to do the maintenance work they knew should be done. Both groups came up with the
same solution to the problem: They decided they would reserve 20% of the velocity of each iteration to work on tasks of their own choosing, which would give them time to fix the system so they could be proud of it.
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What Is Your Purpose?

A simple statement of purpose from a customer’s perspective can do wonders to clarify what is important and what is not. For example, everyone at Southwest knows that the company’s purpose is to make flying affordable and enjoyable for everyone. This means that costs have to be low and hassles minimized. This purpose guides both strategic initiatives and day-to-day decisions at all levels of the company.

Once you have identified your customers, it is time to come to a clear understanding of your organization’s purpose from your customers’ perspective. Create a brief, crisp statement of what is important for your organization to succeed. This is what your work system must deliver. Note: Your purpose is probably not to develop software. It is a rare customer who wants software; customers want their problems solved. If customers could solve their problems without software, they would be delighted.

As an example, let’s look at how we would describe the purpose of the development group in the sidebar “Product Owners Aren’t Customers.” In this case, the primary customers were the users, the production operators; another important customer was the sponsor; and a third set of customers were the operations people who supported the system. The purpose of the development group was to provide a production information system that made production operators’ jobs easier while improving quality and productivity in the manufacturing plant.

Let’s look at another example. Werner Vogels, CTO of Amazon.com, defines the purpose of his IT organization thus: Provide a highly available, highly scalable technology platform for Amazon.com and its business partners.13 By “available,” Vogels means that shoppers can always browse a site and put things in their shopping basket, even if other parts of the system aren’t working. By “scalable,” Vogels means that there should be positive, not negative, economies of scale, and scaling should be available on demand. Over the past several years, pursuing this purpose has turned Amazon.com into an impressive technology provider as well as a retailer, while Amazon’s IT department has become a true profit center.

What Is the Nature of Customer Demand?

The next step in establishing a systems view of your organization is to understand the patterns of customer demand for the products and services you provide. Customer demand comes in two forms. First there is demand for products and services that provide value. Second, when a product or service doesn’t meet the customers’ expectations, there is demand for failure remediation—that is, demand to fix something that appears to be broken, inadequate, or difficult to use, configure, or modify.

**Failure Demand**

Failure demand is the demand on the resources of an organization caused by its own failures. Support calls, for example, are almost always failure demand. They may be caused by some aspect of the system that is unclear to a user, or they may be caused by an outright failure of the system to perform.

Change requests may also be failure demand; for example, a change request may come from a failure on your part to understand your customers or a premature decision on your part about what customers actually want. Even if you deliver exactly what your customers asked for, once they see it they may realize that it doesn’t solve their problem; from your customer’s perspective change requests in this case are failure demand.

An insidious form of failure demand is the demand on your resources created by technical debt: things such as defects you have chosen to ignore, messy coding practices, duplication, lack of effective test automation, a tightly coupled architecture, multiple code branches—anything that makes it difficult to respond to a request for a change. All these things increase the demand on your capacity when customers ask for changes, even if the changes themselves are value demand.

Demand from support organizations that have to deal with your systems is usually failure demand. When your product is difficult to integrate with other systems, database migrations between versions are a nightmare, or intermittent lockups bring down the data center, you have serious failure demand. Even if your software performs exactly the way it was designed to operate, if it gives operations and support organizations problems, both you and they are wasting valuable time.

What Is Failure Demand?

We were explaining failure demand to a management team. I asked, “Is the support manager here?” Yes, he was.
“So how much of the demand on your organization do you think is failure demand?”

“About 95%,” he was quick to reply.

Later that day I was giving a talk to a larger group and a question came from the audience: “You say that we should be able to rapidly update our code. But how can we do that when so many of our customers have customized versions of our software?”

Suddenly the magnitude of the support problem dawned on me. “It sounds to me like you have a huge branching problem,” I replied. And they did. The branching and support policies had created ever-growing failure demand on the organization.
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The purpose of looking for failure demand is to identify as much failure demand as possible, because failure demand is waste that you can do something about. In the beginning you should expect to find a lot of failure demand. Welcome it; do not penalize anyone for it. Failure demand is created by the way your work is done; exposing it gives you the opportunity for significant improvement. Your primary objective is to find and eliminate failure demand so that you have more time to accommodate additional value demand.

Once you have identified failure demand, calculate what percentage of the demand on your organization is failure demand. It is likely to be a big number; we have seen estimates between 30% and 70%. Think about it: If one-third of your demand is failure demand, you would increase the capacity of your organization by 50% if you could eliminate that failure demand. Eliminating failure demand provides a huge opportunity for increased productivity. In Chapter 4, Relentless Improvement, you will find ideas for ways to uncover the causes and reduce the amount of failure demand.

Of course, failure demand is not going to go away overnight, and while it exists, your secondary objective is to remediate each problem as rapidly as possible. John Seddon says, “As a rule of thumb, end-to-end time from the customer’s point of view is almost always an essential measure in any ‘break-fix’ system.” A break-fix system starts with a customer in distress (something is broken) and ends when the problem is resolved (fixed). For all failure demand that you choose to fix, the essential customer-focused measurement is the request-to-resolution time. Clearly, your first priority should be to eliminate the

failure demand, but as long as it’s there, minimize your customers’ pain by fixing their problem as rapidly as possible.

**Value Demand**

The primary demand on your organization should be value demand. This demand can be in the form of requests for work that will add value from a customer’s perspective, or it can be in the form of unmet needs that customers don’t know they have, but that you discover and satisfy through your products and services. Value demand, when satisfied, usually generates revenue for your organization.

Almost every software development organization we know of has more demand for its services than it can accommodate, so a good question to ask is “What portion of incoming value demand does my organization have the capacity to satisfy?” If value demand exceeds your capacity to deliver, there are two steps to take: (1) Focus on eliminating failure demand so you have more time to work on value demand, and (2) evaluate how you filter value demand to decide which work you will accept and which you will turn down.

Once you have a good idea about the volume of value demand your organization is experiencing, how you qualify it, and what percentage you can accept, the next step is to establish a customer-focused view of the value you deliver. What do your customers really value? Once you understand what customers value, you can establish customer-centric measures to focus everyone on improving customer outcomes, rather than meeting internal targets. If you provide visibility into what it means to deliver customer value, development teams can act independently and creatively to give customers more of what they really want.

Examples of good customer-centric measurements might be the following:

1. Time-to-market for product development (for the whole product)
2. End-to-end response time for customer requests (request-to-resolution time)
3. Success of a product in the marketplace (profitability, market share)
4. Business benefits attributable to a new system (measurable business improvement)
5. Customer time-to-value after delivery (consumability)
6. Impact of escaped (post-release) defects (customer downtime, financial impact)
Frame 2: System Capability

Once you understand your customers and what it means to deliver value to those customers, the next step is to gain a clear understanding of your capability to deliver that value. What capabilities do you need to be successful in the marketplace, both now and in the future? It is important to have the capability to deliver what customers want today, but it is also necessary to look into the future and make sure that today’s efforts are moving your organization toward tomorrow’s success. Realistic long-term planning and risk assessment, along with understanding the current and future competitive environment, are essential ingredients of sustainable success. If people and teams are going to use their creative energy to decide what is important to do today, they need to understand both the immediate customer needs and the challenges of the future.

What Is Your System Predictably Achieving?

The starting point for improving your capability to satisfy customers is to understand how your current work methods actually work, what they are currently capable of delivering. You need to understand how your capability compares with the needs of your customers and the capability of your competitors, both now and in the future.

Understanding Capability

If you want to know how well your organization is performing, don’t just look at a few data points; look at a sequence of data over time. All systems exhibit variation, and looking at an occasional data point does not tell you much about how much variation there is in your system. In fact, random data points give a distorted view of your current capability.

A good way to visualize capability is to create a time series chart. Let’s say that you want to look at your capability to quickly respond to a particular type of demand, for example, small urgent requests from customers. When a request arrives, give it a date stamp; when the request is closed out, subtract the arrival date from the current date to get the end-to-end response time, then plot these times. A time series plot of response times for small urgent requests might look something like Figure 1-1.

Your immediate reaction to a chart like this might be to look for the cause of the long delays for several of the requests. You don’t have to look very far—your work methods are the cause. This is a chart showing what your work system is currently capable of delivering. You are not going to change things by
looking for scapegoats or setting more aggressive targets. Your current way of working produces the results in the chart; if you don’t like the results, you have to change the way the work is done.

W. Edwards Deming worked to spread an understanding of variation to industry leaders, but we think that his message is often distorted. We frequently see efforts aimed at removing variation from every process, without recognizing that such efforts usually make things worse. When you try to remove normal (common-cause) variation from a process, the process actually gets worse, not better. Deming pointed out that almost all variation (perhaps 95%) is common-cause variation—it is inherent in the system—and the only way to remove it is to change the way work is done. He concluded that most variation is a management problem. So if you are looking for scapegoats, start by looking in the mirror.

### Positive or Negative Reinforcement?

A well-known approach to training is to give positive reinforcement when someone does something especially well, because this is supposed to lead to more of the same behavior.

We heard of a pilot training center that decided to test this theory. Careful records were kept of the results of positive and negative reinforcement of pilots in training. Much to the surprise of the researchers, they found that whenever a trainee pilot was given positive reinforcement, performance got worse, and whenever negative reinforcement was given, performance always improved! The training center concluded that giving negative feedback for poor performance was an effective training technique, and that positive feedback for good performance should be avoided.
What’s wrong with this research? Consider a time series of the performance of a pilot in Figure 1-2.

This time series shows expected variation in performance—variation due to random causes largely unrelated to pilot skill. Assume that the pilot is praised at the high points (circled). Of course, performance will appear to be lower the next time! If the pilot is reprimanded at the low points (boxed), performance would appear to improve.

The evidence shows very little about positive or negative reinforcement, but it clearly indicates that those gathering the data did not understand variation.
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What Does Your System Need to Achieve?

The first step in changing the way work is done is to develop an understanding of what capabilities you need for both short- and long-term success. Do you have competitors who are better at delivering value to your customers than you are, or is there a threat that such competitors might emerge in the future? Could you attain a meaningful competitive advantage from significant improvements? Will your performance deteriorate over time if you proceed down your current path? Will your architecture support sustainable growth? Are you building up technical debt that will slow you down in the future?

Once you understand where you need to be in order to be successful, both now and in the future, you can create a long-term challenge that will make it clear to everyone what the organization needs to happen in order to be successful both now and over the long run. This will enable people and teams to balance short-term or narrowly focused decisions against long-term and system-wide imperatives.

Don’t Set Targets

You should not set targets. Your current system is what it is; targets are not going to change its capability. You measure system capability; you do not prescribe
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It. As Deming once said, “If you have a stable system, then there is no use to specify a goal. You will get whatever the system will deliver. A goal beyond the capability of the system will not be reached. If you have not a stable system, then there is no point in setting a goal. There is no way to know what the system will produce: it has no capability.”

Think of it this way. Let’s say you set a target that is beyond the capability of your system, a goal that your current work processes cannot achieve. Since the target is a strong motivator (no argument there), people have three choices: (1) redesign the work, (2) distort the system (for instance, by ignoring defects), or (3) cheat (game the system) to hit the target. If people do not have the know-how to redesign the system, they are left with two options: distort or game the system.

Suppose the people do have the know-how to redesign the work. In our experience, redesigned work is likely to produce far better results than an arbitrary target—but where is the motivation to surpass the target? Similarly, if you set a target below the current system capability, you are likely to get less than the system is capable of delivering, because there is little motivation to surpass the target.

Goals Gone Wild

Managers have no doubt heard that they should set challenging goals in order to motivate the best performance. But in the paper “Goals Gone Wild,” researchers from four top business schools question this practice. They agree that goals are powerful motivators, so powerful that the goals often have severe side effects, ranging from dangerous products to unethical behavior to seriously underperforming systems to reduced learning.

There may be too many goals, causing people to choose the ones they like. Or they can be too specific, causing sub-optimizing behavior. Or they can be too challenging, causing people to meet them at all costs—inducing unnecessary risk taking, cheating, or gaming. The authors issue this warning: “Goals may cause systematic problems in organizations due to narrowed focus, unethical behavior, increased risk taking, decreased cooperation, and

---

15. Deming, Out of the Crisis, 2000, p. 76.
decreased intrinsic motivation.” And they postulate, “Aggressive goal setting within an organization will foster an organizational climate ripe for unethical behavior.”

There is no question that goals influence behavior; it’s just that they are a blunt instrument. So be careful what you ask for; you will probably get it.
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A target is a predetermined level of performance that people are expected to achieve; if there is significant variance from the target (or plan), explanations are usually required. Targets are generally associated with incentives; people are rewarded or punished based on their variance from the target.

Incentive systems based on performance targets make the assumption that if people would only try harder, they could achieve better results—hence targets communicate an implicit assumption that people are not currently contributing their best efforts. Wouldn’t it be better to challenge people and teams to excel at delivering exceptional customer outcomes and communicate trust that they will do their best?

Use Relative Goals with Caution

Not all goals are based on predetermined targets; they can be based on relative measures. For example, goals can be based on performance relative to competitors, performance relative to peers, or performance compared to past performance. Relative performance goals do not attempt to set a fixed level of performance for the future; they look backward to see how actual performance compares against the performance of others. In most sports, winning or losing depends upon relative performance: A swimmer only has to swim faster than seven other swimmers in order to win; a baseball team has to score more runs than the other team.

Relative goals can be very motivating, and they have some advantages over targets or plans. Relative goals are not based on a prediction of the future, nor do they encourage people to distort or game the system; and finally, they don’t act as a floor on performance. On the other hand, relative goals leave competitors with little motivation to help each other out—quite the contrary: Relative goals can motivate competitors to sabotage each other’s performance. Thus ranking performance relative to peers can be damaging inside a company, especially if reward systems are based on this ranking. If, however, the competition is friendly and performance rewards are shared equally among all competitors, the destructive side effects of tracking performance against peers can be mitigated.
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Challenge: Pull from the Future

Perhaps the best way to engage people in making the organization better is to create a long-term vision of where you want to be—where you need to be to survive—and challenge everyone to help move the organization from where it is now to where it needs to be. Challenge people and teams to improve the way work is done by redesigning their work methods. Challenge them to develop systems that provide clear business value. Challenge them to devise an architecture that will meet future growth projections. Challenge them to create new products that will be successful in the marketplace.

Let’s say that you would like to decrease the “hardening” time at the end of a release cycle. A target might be “Cut the verification time in half!” Given enough emphasis on this target, the verification time will probably be cut in half, but often at the expense of more defects escaping to production.

A far better approach is to challenge teams to redesign the way development works so that defects are discovered and fixed as soon as possible after they are injected into the code. With this challenge, a team would quit focusing on how many features are delivered and start thinking about how to make sure that every delivered feature is defect-free. The team would introduce automated tests and continuous integration and adopt the practice of stopping to fix every defect as soon as it is detected. When done well, this approach has a track record of dramatically decreasing back-end testing time—by far more than half—at the same time as it increases quality and productivity. But these results are achieved only when a team works to improve the capability of its work methods to produce defect-free code. They are rarely achieved by a decree that system verification time must be cut in half.

Challenges are different from fixed performance targets:

1. Challenges are not necessarily SMART; they are open-ended, customer-centric, and designed to elicit passion and pride.

2. Challenges communicate confidence that people and teams are intelligent, innovative, capable of thinking for themselves, and trusted to do their best to further the purpose of the organization.

3. Challenges flow from a long-term vision of what is necessary to be successful over time and contain enough information that people and teams can act independently and with confidence that their work will contribute to achieving the vision.

4. Thus challenges are a pull from the future rather than a forecast of the future.

18. SMART goals are specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, timely.
Frame 3: End-to-End Flow

Far too often, providing customer value is thought of as a series of separate input-process-output steps, rather than an integrated flow of work through an organization. But if no one takes an end-to-end view of a customer problem or a product as it moves through a work system, customer problems fall into the cracks between departments, hard-earned knowledge evaporates at handovers, and the things that customers will really value get lost along the way. Developing an understanding of the end-to-end flow of work through a work system is fundamental to systems thinking.

One way to evaluate the end-to-end workflow through your system is to draw a process flow map—also known as a value stream map—of the end-to-end flow of a product or a customer problem as it makes its way through your organization. There are two reasons for drawing these maps. They help you

1. Discover the reasons for failure demand, so it can be eliminated
2. Find waste in the workflow, so it can be removed

Eliminate Failure Demand

Failure demand is waste. So the best questions to ask are “Why is the process producing failure demand? What can be changed to prevent failure demand?” In general, your bias should be against creating a process map for failure demand, because every activity on that map would be waste. But there are times when a process map for failure demand can help you discover how to reduce and eventually eliminate the waste.

Failure Demand Process Map

We were at a Web portal company drawing a process map of the critical defect resolution process. The group wanted to start their map when a critical defect report reached the development team. But critical defect resolution is a break-fix problem, so the process should always be mapped starting when the customer discovers that something is broken (see Figure 1-3).

“I’m one of your customers,” I said to get the mapping process started in the right place. “So let’s say that I discover a critical defect. What do I do?”

“Call Level 1 customer support.”
“Right. I know how that goes: They tell me I must be doing something wrong; nothing can be wrong with your system. So how long does it take me to convince them that it’s your problem, not mine?”

“Maybe a couple of days” came the sheepish answer. Next my problem moves to Level 2 customer support; a day later my problem makes it to Level 3 customer support. Often there is not enough information at this point, so they need to get back to me about 30% of the time. This might take two days.

Just over a day later my problem reaches the development team, which looks at the problem report immediately. Thirty percent of the time they have to get back to Level 3 customer support, which takes another two days. But often (30% of the time) Level 3 customer support needs to get back to me to answer the development team’s question. It takes two days to contact me and another day to get the answer back to the development team.

Once it’s clear what the problem is, it takes four hours to develop a solution and one day to wait for testing, which takes another two days. An additional half day, on the average, is needed to fix problems discovered in testing. Finally the fix is deployed.

All told it takes an average of six and a half days for the customer support process and another three and a half days for development. So it takes an average of ten days to solve my problem.

“What if the first six and a half days disappeared?” I asked.

“You mean have customers call developers directly?” The development VP was appalled. It didn’t seem like a productive path to take.

But then someone spoke up from the back of the room. “We did that,” she said. “A few years ago when I was working in another company, we were going crazy, we needed to try something. So we got the CEO to let us bypass customer support. It worked well.”

“Who answered the phones?” the development VP challenged.

“The developers did, in rotation,” she responded.
“How much of their time did that take?” He was clearly skeptical.

“Well, we did a lot of experiments, and we quickly settled on two rules: (1) Immediately after a release, the responsible team staffed the phones. (2) Developers were required to create a knowledge base report accessible to customers for every call, before they could close it out.

“With those two rules, we were astonished at the results. We had 800 developers. Before we changed the process, 60% of development time was spent on critical defects. After we changed the process, 20% of development time was spent on critical defects.”

By connecting developers directly with customers, this company effectively gained 320 experienced developers—for free.
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Remember, all time spent handling failure demand is waste. So it is usually better to create a map of the process that creates failure, rather than mapping the process that handles failure. Your objective is not to handle failure demand more efficiently; it is to eliminate failure altogether. Before mapping the flow of failure demand, ask yourself, “What is causing the development process to produce failure demand in the first place? What can be changed in the process to prevent (or dramatically reduce) the failure demand?”

In particular, we recommend that you think hard before creating a process map for handling a change approval process. Customers don’t usually see change approval systems as a value; they see the changes they need as a value, but asking for permission to make the change is annoying. If customers see your change request approval process as a nuisance, that process is handling failure demand. Instead of improving your change request approval process, consider why you should have one in the first place. A change request approval process for a system under development is usually a sign that the development process can’t absorb new ideas or handle typical variation in your customers’ situation. Perhaps you are making decisions too soon, or waiting too long to ask for feedback, or not leaving enough space in your plan to accommodate that feedback. Perhaps your customer engagement and collaboration practices are ineffective. Ask yourself, “How can we reorganize our process so it can discover changes more rapidly and accommodate changes more easily?”

Map Value Demand

A value stream map is a diagram of the end-to-end flow of value-creating work through your process; its purpose is to help you understand the workflow for
value demand so you can improve your process. Usually a value stream map starts when a customer has a need and ends when the need is met; however, a time-to-market map may start when a product concept is approved and end when customers start realizing value from the product. Before you start a value stream map, use a time series chart, as we discussed in Frame 2: System Capability, to visualize the end-to-end flow time for an average item moving through your system. This is your current capability. The value stream map will show you how much of that time is spent actually adding value.\(^\text{19}\)

\section*{Value Stream Map}

Henrik Kniberg showed a value stream map of the development process at a video game development company.\(^\text{20}\) The company was experiencing very long development times, which led to missed market windows and high overhead costs, not to mention the toll that lack of success took on the people developing the products.

Henrik described the value stream like this:

When someone—call him Sam—came up with an idea for a new game, he took a couple of hours to prepare a concept presentation. After about a month, the presentation was made to the idea review committee, and since this was a good idea, it went into the game backlog. This was not the only game in the queue, however; there were several others, so it took six months for graphics and sound designers to become available (see Figure 1-4).

Once the designers were free, Lisa assigned the new game to them, and two months later the design was done. Only a week was wasted during those two months, but when the game was designed, it was put in the design-ready queue, where it languished for six months. When the development team finally got to the game, it was working on two other games at the same time, so it took three months to complete development, even though the team spent only one month of that time actually working on Sam's game. When the team was done, the game sat in the product-ready queue for six months, waiting for final integration and deployment. Finally, over two years after Sam initially had his idea, the game was released. During those two years, only three and a half months—or 14\% of the time—were spent actually adding value to the game.

\(^{19}\) More examples of value stream maps can be found in Poppendieck, \textit{Implementing Lean Software Development: From Concept to Cash}, 2006, pp. 83–92.

\(^{20}\) Henrik Kniberg of Crisp, a Stockholm company, drew this value stream map at the Deep Lean Conference in Stockholm, September 2008. Mattias Skarin of Crisp helped us understand the case in more detail. Used with permission.
Process Cycle Efficiency = 3.5 / (21.3 + 3.5) = 14%

Figure 1-4  Time-to-market value stream map
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**Diagnosis:**

There is obviously too much in-process inventory in this system, too many handovers, and a lot of multitasking. To address all of these issues at the same time, the company created cross-functional teams, each of which developed one game at a time, end-to-end, with no handovers. The first team demonstrated that it could repeatedly develop new games in less than four months (six times faster than before).

Mary and Tom Poppendieck
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**Find the Biggest Opportunity**

The purpose of a value stream map is to help spot opportunities to improve your process capability. When you compare the value-added time to the total process time, you get a feel for how much better things could be. Ask yourself, “Why do we have so much non-value-adding time? Is it really necessary? What’s causing it?”

Generally the biggest delays or loopbacks in a value stream map provide the biggest opportunity for improving the process capability. We recommend that you pick the most likely opportunity and tackle it. Forget the value stream map while you work on improving your process; you can draw a new one once you have changed the process.

Don’t take the ratio of value-added time to total process cycle time (the process cycle efficiency) too literally. We find that after the process is improved, a new value stream map might show that the process cycle efficiency has decreased! Why? Because there was a lot of waste in the process that was not recognized when the first value stream map was drawn; once you get used to seeing and removing waste, you tend to find a lot more of it.

---

**Frame 4: Policy-Driven Waste**

Waste is anything that depletes resources of time, effort, space, or money without adding customer value. Most people do not frame their view of a system in terms of waste, so waste tends to fall outside their field of view. You can remove only the waste you see, so it is important to adjust the way you look at work so that the always-present waste becomes clearly visible.

You would be amazed at how much waste in a system is caused by the system itself, that is, by the way the work in the system is done. Too often waste is disguised under the cloak of habit or conventional wisdom—and more often than not, these sources of waste are embedded in the policies and standard procedures of the organization. Unless and until these policies change, the waste is not going to go away.
How Can Policies Cause Waste?

There are many ways that policies can cause waste. For example, leaders in many companies believe that developers should not talk to customers because this is a waste of valuable developer time. In Frame 3: End-to-End Flow, we discussed a critical defect process in which three levels of customer support insulated developers from customers (see Figure 1-3). By simply removing the three levels of customer support and having developers talk directly to customers, 40% of the total time of 800 developers was freed up. This is not an isolated case. We will see in a case study in Chapter 6 that direct developer-customer interaction delivered more of the right content, increased sales, and dramatically reduced support calls.

Of course, simply providing direct customer-developer interaction does not necessarily eliminate the biggest cause of waste; other policies can overwhelm the advantages of good customer interaction.

“We Felt Like Pawns in a Game”

“I was part of a team where we had very strong pull incentives, from a customer point of view. We could add features and reprioritize every two weeks if we wanted to. We had in fact worked very hard to turn a waterfall company more flexible. And succeeded in a way. We listened to the customers, the ones really using the product. And we could build a release rather quickly.

“What we, the team, didn’t realize was how hard the product was to install. This dawned on me when I went to a site using the product to do an upgrade. The end user asked me why he couldn’t do the upgrade himself. He pointed out that he was a very seasoned end user. He had lots and lots of experience with computers and programming. I told him I didn’t doubt his capabilities and explained how things were for me. I was told to travel tens of thousands of kilometers through Europe to do upgrades of systems that could have been designed to be more easily upgraded if one would have thought of it earlier. I kept on telling him about how I felt it should have been done and we felt more and more like pawns in a game. I guess he did more than I.

“What I realized at a later point was this: The upgrades and responsibilities for the data the application generated were regulated with contracts. The customer wasn’t allowed to do upgrades; this was controlled by contracts.

“So, I guess, whatever your intentions are during the development of a product, they can easily be destroyed by early thoughts (or lack thereof) on how to handle your customers.”

Ola Ellnestam, CEO, Owner, and Agile Coach at Agical AB, Sweden
Another example of policy-driven waste was depicted in the time-to-market value stream map in Frame 3: End-to-End Flow (see Figure 1-4). A quick glance showed that three long queues were the cause of most of the delay in getting products to market, yet the organization was blind to them. This was probably because the queues were not the responsibility of any department manager; their real purpose was to buffer departments from the variation of neighboring departments. Failure to see the impact of queues is often caused by focusing exclusively on department-level performance or by trying to achieve high utilization of scarce talent. These policies leave most companies oblivious to the tremendous drag local optimization has on time-to-market and end-to-end flow and hence on cost, revenue, and yes, even utilization.

The Five Biggest Causes of Policy-Driven Waste

In our experience, the most common causes of policy-driven waste in software development are

1. Complexity
2. Economies of scale
3. Separating decision making from work
4. Wishful thinking
5. Technical debt

Complexity

In “No Silver Bullet” Fred Brooks wrote, “Software entities are more complex for their size than perhaps any other human construct. . . . Many of the classic problems of developing software products derive from this essential complexity and its nonlinear increases with size.”21 We know this. And yet . . .

1. Our software systems contain far more features than are ever going to be used.22 Those extra features increase the complexity of the code, driving up costs nonlinearly. If even half of our code is unnecessary—a conservative estimate—the cost of the system with that extra code is not just double; it’s perhaps ten times more expensive than it needs to be. Our best opportunity to improve software development productivity is this: Stop putting features into our systems that aren’t absolutely necessary.

---

2. Many of our policies are predicated on the assumption that scope is non-negotiable. This leaves us no way to stop adding those unnecessary features. We need a process that lets us develop the first 20% of a system, get it in production, get feedback, and add features incrementally as time and money permit. We need policies that say: If something has to be compromised—cost, schedule, or scope—the default choice should *routinely* be scope.

3. Even our measurements give subtle messages that we should squeeze as much code into a system as possible. We measure productivity based on lines of code or function points, as if these things were good. They’re not; they’re bad. Function points might provide interesting *relative data*, but they should never be used as performance metrics.

4. We need to keep our code bases simple. This means we shouldn’t add features until they are needed. Forget just in case; develop just in time. We need architectures that foster incremental development. We need policies that make refactoring—removing complexity introduced when changing the code—a normal and expected part of adding new features.

5. Our customers often want to use software to automate their complex processes. This is not a good idea. Business processes should be simplified first and automated later. How often do we help our customers simplify their processes before automating them?

The lean frame of reference focuses on simplicity. Lean thinkers know that complexity clogs up the flow of work and inevitably slows things down. The cost of complexity is hidden; it has a second-order effect on cost, so we just don’t see it in our financial systems. This makes complexity all the more pernicious—it’s hard to cost-justify spending money to keep things simple.

At the end of this chapter we introduce the concept of *ideation*, the process of coming up with a design so fitting to the problem that it seems inevitable. Solutions that “just fit” are necessarily simple; great designs always make us wonder how something so obvious could have escaped us for so long.

---

**Cut Scope, Meet the Deadline**

“We were doing very well,” they said. “The code base was solid, our velocity was stable, we were proud of the way our system was coming along. But we weren’t getting done fast enough for the management team. So one day our boss took the senior people aside and offered us a very large bonus if we could meet the deadline. We mean, it was *really* big.”
I was surprised at their candor, since they were presenting at a public conference.

“We agreed to go for it. We worked day and night and weekends. We shovelled code out as fast as we could. We stopped testing; it didn’t matter if it worked, it just had to be done. And we made it; we got the bonus.

“But the code is a mess. Nothing works right. The work-arounds are terrible. It’s going to take us years to clean it up.”

I wasn’t surprised. I could tell they were not proud of what they had done.

“What do you think you should have done?” came a question from the audience.

They were quick to answer: “We should have said no. We should have been late.”

I wasn’t so sure. I had been at their company a year before, and I admired their boss. He was a good manager in an impossible position, I suspected. I was pretty sure that missing the deadline was not an option.

Later at break I asked to the two speakers, “Wouldn’t it have been possible to cut scope and meet the deadline without abandoning your testing discipline?”

“Oh, yes, definitely!” came the immediate reply. “A lot of what we coded isn’t being used yet anyway. But we couldn’t. When you visited us a year ago, you told our management that they had to cut scope if they wanted to succeed. So a senior engineer went around to all the managers and got an agreement on moving a bunch of features to later releases. But once that was done, no one was willing to cut any more. We couldn’t even talk about it.”

I think that management was not close enough to the work to realize that delaying the implementation of major features was an easy and logical option. I expect they had no idea of the havoc they would create by setting impossible goals and leaving the team to figure out how to reach them. It was a very costly mistake.

In my experience, cutting scope and meeting the deadline is almost always the best approach.

Mary Poppendieck

---

**Economies of Scale**

Many of our instincts, policies, and procedures are rooted in the economies of scale, which drove huge improvements in productivity as industrial production replaced craft production in the first half of the twentieth century. But during the second half of that century, it became apparent that in any system with high variety, the economies of flow outperform the economies of scale, even in manufacturing. Software groups develop one-of-a-kind systems—the essence of
variety. It should be obvious that we should base our policies and processes on the economies of flow. And yet . . .

1. It’s difficult to abandon batch and queue mentality. We sort work into batches so we can assign each batch to the appropriate specialist, making maximum use of the specialist’s time and skills. Full utilization of our most skilled workers is considered essential, and people are conditioned to focus on doing their part of the work without regard to its impact on the next step or the final customers. As a result, neither our workflow nor our workers are capable of absorbing variety.

2. It is so difficult to abandon batch and queue mentality that we fail to see queues that are staring us in the face. We can’t figure out why it takes so long for things to move through our backlog-laden processes. We are blind to lists of customer requests that would take years to clear. We can’t bring ourselves to shorten our queues because it would mean saying no to customers rather than letting their requests die a slow death.

3. Instead of designing a system that can absorb urgent requests, we pull workers off their current job to rush a yet-more-important job through our system. We ask people to work on three, five, ten, or more things at once. We are blind to the enormous amount of time wasted in context switching. It never occurs to us that if we did one thing at a time rather than three, everything would get done a lot faster and we would deliver value a lot sooner.

4. Sometimes we do let people work on one thing at a time, and then use computer systems to make sure that everyone is busy all of the time. We schedule projects and assign teams with an eye to full utilization. This scheme has little capability to absorb ever-present variation, so it is absorbed in the ramp-up time of newly formed teams. It would be much better to assign work to established teams than to reconstitute teams around projects.

5. We create annual budgets or long project plans that justify every person by committing to what they will deliver. Then we dump this big batch of work on our organization all at once. We must deliver everything that was promised, but as time goes on, reality intervenes. Customers want other things but aren’t willing to pay more or give up what was promised. We know this system never works, but we don’t see a way to escape the policy of making big batch promises.

Lean thinking uses economies of flow, rather than economies of scale, to frame the world we look at. Variety is an essential ingredient of software development,
and so we need processes that absorb the variety gracefully. We will discuss such flow processes in Chapter 3. The problem is, when the world is framed with economies of scale, these approaches seem counterintuitive.

**Separating Decision Making from Work**

Any solution to a problem is necessarily simplified and abstracted when removed from its source, and it is for this reason that a design should not be separated from the concrete context in which it is implemented. We know that our deepest insights into our work are based on the tacit knowledge we get from being there: watching, experiencing, and getting our hands dirty. We know that great designs come from designers who are deeply engaged with solving the problem. We know that throwing things over the wall doesn’t work. And yet . . .

1. There is widespread belief that it’s not necessary for managers to understand work they manage. Yet without a technical background, managers are not in a position to provide guidance to technical workers. Some managers simply establish targets and leave it to workers to figure out how to meet them. Others put a team together and charter the members with figuring out how to do the right thing. From a lean perspective, the fundamental job of managers is to understand how the work they manage works, and then focus on how to make it better.\(^{23}\) This is not to say that all leaders must know all the answers; the critical thing is that they know what questions to ask.

2. We have created organizational cultures where the only available career path is to leave the technical details behind. We do not honor or adequately reward the seasoned architect or brilliant user interaction designer. What future awaits a tech lead who can reinvent the testing process and put together a set of tools that runs every bit of code through every operating system and database every single night? When the only career path for these people is to leave their core expertise behind and become managers, we will never have top-notch technical leadership on the ground, where we need it.

3. In *Lean Product and Process Development*, Allen Ward writes that handoffs (handovers) are the biggest waste in product development. He says that a handoff occurs whenever we separate responsibility (what to do),

---

knowledge (how to do it), action (doing the work), and feedback (learning from the results).24 Our processes are full of these handovers, and we fail to see what’s wrong with them. But in practice, many day-to-day decisions are based on tacit knowledge, which gets left behind in a handover. We must think that tacit knowledge transfers by magic, if we understand tacit knowledge in the first place.

4. Our language betrays us when we talk about “The Business.” With these words we separate development decisions from the work they are automating (see Figure 1-5).

Even agile software development methodologies make this mistake. They may recommend a “customer” or a “product owner” who is supposed to decide what all of our customers want and prioritize the order of development. But the most successful development occurs when developers talk directly to customers or are part of business teams. And those things called requirements? They are really candidate solutions; separating requirements from implementation is just another form of handover.

5. Once our systems are deployed, there are policies and interpretations of laws (Sarbanes-Oxley, for example) that keep developers away from their code. So we walk away and leave the support team to deal with any problems that occur. The support team members are the ones who get the phone calls in the middle of the night, yet we wonder why they don’t like frequent deployments. They are the victims of our risky design practices, but we are not interested in hearing about the causes of system failures. Perhaps our world would be a better place if all developers had to walk in the shoes of the operations and support team for a month every year.

24. Ward, Lean Product and Process Development, 2007, p. 43. We use the word handover instead of handoff because it seems to translate better into other languages.
Ever since Adam Smith wrote about division of labor in a pin factory, it has been commonly accepted wisdom that division of labor increases productivity—the more specialization the better. Fortunately, this “fact” was lost on Toyota’s Taiichi Ohno, who devised a system where multiskilled workers and easy-to-reconfigure machines are more productive than specialists. There are two reasons for this: First, lean systems are designed to absorb variety, and second, they are designed to be relentlessly improved as the workers devise ever better ways to do the work. In the context of system development, Adam Smith was dead wrong.

---

**Developer on Site**

What CIO wouldn’t love to read this kind of article?

*Agile Development and SOA at Standard Life*  
Thursday, 18th October 2007

*Investors Chronicle* is not famed for its hyperbole, but it certainly likes what it sees in Standard Life. . . . its rise has been “little short of meteoric”, the magazine gushes. Half-year financials show how huge leaps in efficiency led to a 71% jump in operating profit and a 31% rise in new business.

A great deal of the credit for that gilded resurgence is being placed at the door of Standard Life’s IT organization. . . . It has created one of the most advanced implementations of service-oriented architecture, put into practice lean processes and radically shaken up the structure of the development of its core applications, with IT staff “embedded” within the business units they deliver to.

We were pretty impressed, because we had been there two years earlier. We read on:

Keith Jones, CIO recalls: “The light bulb moment for me was when [Mary Poppendieck] said that something like 60% of all code that is delivered is never exercised. I thought that was astonishing, that there must be some terrible companies out there doing some really bad things. Then she said, ‘By the way, we have done a sample of Standard Life’s projects and it’s something like 64% for you guys’.”

The article goes on to say that the leadership group asked themselves why they had analysts and developers located in a different place from their customers. Why not have the people building the software located with the business team, listening to what customers are struggling with, talking with the people creating the business case? So Standard Life created one department, roughly half IS staff and half pensions people, all sitting together and working as a team.

---

Putting developers on the business team is a successful pattern. We once taught a class at a bank that scanned mortgage closing papers to archive them digitally. It had a large lean effort for the paper scanning process; the problem was the lean teams could not get anyone to make changes to the workflow software that governed their work. The changes seemed so minor that they couldn’t get enough priority. The leader of the lean effort complained, “In the past 18 months, I have submitted 1536 requests for changes to the software, and not one of them has been implemented.”

I knew the workflow software they were using and I was pretty sure that it was relatively easy to configure. So I suggested that they put a couple of developers on the operations teams for a while and just let them help their teammates out. We later heard that this approach was very successful, and much of the software development work is now done by developers who are embedded in cross-functional business teams.

Mary Poppendieck

**Wishful Thinking**

Frederick Winslow Taylor got one thing right. He insisted that work improvement should be based on the scientific method. Taiichi Ohno embraced this idea—but instead of having “experts” measure and improve the work of production workers, he trained production workers to measure and improve their own work. We know that making decisions based on data rather than opinion is the right approach. Being in software, we can create tools to gather any data we want any day of the week. And yet . . .

1. We chase the latest ideas in software development without bothering with the scientific method. We think it is a waste of time to understand the theory, create hypotheses, run experiments, gather data, and find out what really works in our environment. We fail to appreciate that “best practices” are somebody else’s solutions to their problems, not necessarily the right solutions to our problems. We adopt new development approaches with an unhealthy dose of wishful thinking, rather than determining the most appropriate practices for our environment—and then we are surprised at the disappointing results.

2. We manage by looking at single data points instead of a series of data in context. We set targets without understanding our process capability relative

---

27. The idea of wishful thinking as waste, as well as many other ideas in this section, are from Allen Ward (*Lean Product and Process Development*, 2007).
to the target. We don’t appreciate the fact that trying to remove normal (common-cause) variation will make the situation worse, not better.

3. We don’t like uncertainty, so we try to make decisions and get them out of the way. Our natural inclination is to look at one alternative for solving a problem, because we think that’s cheaper and faster than looking at several alternatives. For tough problems, this is usually wrong; making early decisions when we are the most ignorant is the least likely way to get good results and the most likely way to force us to start over again.

4. Despite our prowess in handling information, we have very few techniques for preserving knowledge. One approach has been to collect massive, detailed documents. But who reads them? Even search engines fail us. Another approach has been whiteboards, coupled with a camera if we really need to save the sketches. Still another approach is to video a whiteboard talk on the fundamental architecture of an application. There is no doubt a middle ground, but we’re still searching for it. We might learn a lesson from the open-source movement, where all communication is written and the focus is on making the communication system extremely simple, appropriately concise, quickly searchable, and never bypassed by verbal communication.

5. We feel a great sense of accomplishment when our code passes its tests and we celebrate because it meets the specification—as if the specification could contain everything we needed to think about. What about that security hole or the memory leak or the ungraceful exit from the database that occasionally causes a lockup? How easy will the system be to install, interface to, populate with data? Thinking we’re done when the regression tests pass is wishful thinking.

When you think of learning as uncovering the shortcomings of plans, somehow plan-driven development loses its charm. Instead, creating useful knowledge becomes the essence of developing a new product. But there’s more to learn about than the product being developed; we also learn about our process for developing products. Constant learning is the essence of improving both the product itself and the product development process.

**Technical Debt**

We know that all successful software gets changed. So if we think we’re working on code that will be successful, we know we need to keep it easy to change.

---

Anything that makes code difficult to change is technical debt. We know that technical debt drives the total cost of software ownership relentlessly higher, and that eventually we will have to pay it off or the system will go bankrupt. And yet . . .

1. We tolerate obscure code, instead of making sure that all code reveals its intentions to the next person who comes along. Developers, especially apprentices, should be taught how to write “clean code”: code that is simple and direct, with straightforward logic. Senior technical people need to ensure that messy code, even if it passes the tests, is never admitted into the code base.

2. Far too often we don’t take the time for refactoring: consolidating changes into existing code. Refactoring is essential for iterative development. Adding new features to existing code creates complexity, ambiguity, and duplication; refactoring pays down the debt.

3. We run regression tests on our systems before deployment. At first they are quick, but with each addition of code, regression tests take longer and longer and longer. As the regression deficit grows, we increase the interval between releases. The only way to break this unending cycle of increasing release overhead is to decrease the regression deficit. If we had started with automated test harnesses back when the code base was small and added to and maintained them, we could make changes to our code almost as quickly today as when the code base was new.

4. We know that dependencies are one of the biggest generators of technical debt, and yet we are ambivalent about replacing obsolete systems with massive dependencies. We must develop, and migrate to, architectures that minimize dependencies. We have known for a long time how to do this: Focus on information hiding and separation of concerns.

31. We first heard the term regression deficit from Owen Rogers.
5. We branch code for many reasons: to isolate new development, to focus on an individual application, to create parallel feature sets. And we know that the longer two branches of code are apart, the harder they will be to merge. And yet we wait for days to build our code, and worse, we delay system testing until the end of development. We don’t realize that this isn’t necessary anymore; the big bang is obsolete.

We need to expose technical debt for what it is: a costly burden to be avoided lest it lead us into bankruptcy. Chapter 2 will look at software development through a technical frame and discuss solid techniques for avoiding technical debt.

---

Portrayal: Product Champion, Take 1

We close out this chapter by taking a look at what is probably the most important part of the system development process—even though it happens before most people would think the development process has begun. Before you dive into developing a system, it is critical to define its purpose in customer terms, just as you defined the purpose of your organization in customer terms earlier in this chapter.

When Thomas Edison invented the light bulb in 1879, it was a rather useless novelty. So he invented an electric power distribution system, formed a company to distribute power, and built a steam power-generating plant—to make the light bulb broadly useful. Edison’s genius lay in his ability to envision how people would want to use light bulbs and to imagine a fully developed marketplace. We saw this same genius in Steve Jobs, as the iPod and iPhone came to life as complete ecosystems. This is the essential challenge of development: imagining how people will want to use a product and envisioning a complete system and fully developed marketplace. We call this *ideation*.[34]

Just as Edison went on to found the companies that brought his light bulb to the masses, we expect that ideation leaders will remain at the helm as their concepts are implemented. After all, people develop a certain passion around their creative ideas and are eager to bring them to life. In honor of that passion and dedication, we call this leader a *product champion*. [35]

---

34. The term *ideation* is from Tim Brown, CEO of IDEO, as described in Brown, “Design Thinking,” 2008.
35. The term *product champion* is borrowed from 3M, where Mary worked for 20 years. The term *chief engineer* is widely used for the same role and is interchangeable with *product champion*. 
A product champion, much like an entrepreneur, has business responsibility for the success or failure of the product. This means that for a product with a profit-and-loss statement (P&L), they are responsible for the P&L of that product. This is why the product champion leads the ideation effort—if ideation is not done well, the product will not be successful.36

The Story of a Chief Engineer

Mr. Nobuaki Katayama, former chief engineer of the Lexus/SC, IS, & Altezza, took the time to discuss the job of a chief engineer with a group of us on a study tour of Japan in April 2009.37 He noted that new car development is led by a chief engineer who is responsible for the business success of the car. This person should have a passion for the car; so if the car is to be a sports car, the chief engineer should love to drive fast.

Toyota develops new cars in three phases: creation, development, and production.

**Creation:** The creation stage of a new car is the backbone of the development process, and also the most difficult part. During this stage planning and concept development take place, including market research, predevelopment, styling, and cost and profit targets. The chief engineer negotiates with section heads (heads of body styling, engine, transmission, etc.) concerning what kind of performance and key features the car will have, what it will take to develop the car, and so on. Creation is not timeboxed; work continues until the concept is ready and typically takes about a year. As handshake agreements are reached, the product concept is refined and reviewed and, ultimately, approved by the board.

**Development:** This is the easier part of creating a new car, and Toyota is good at it. A schedule of 20 to 24 months is established by the chief engineer, who leads the work, with support from section managers. There are clear milestones that can be expected to be met, with, of course, more negotiations and ongoing design decisions.


37. This meeting summary is used with permission. Some information in this sidebar is from a presentation by Kenji Hiranabe at Agile 2008, reporting on a presentation by Mr. Nobuaki Katayama to Developers Summit 2008, February 13, 2008, Gajoen, Tokyo (Hiranabe, “New Car Development at Toyota,” 2008). Used with permission.
Keeping development on schedule requires honest communication and a philosophy of “bad news first” so that problems can be addressed as early as possible. Key decisions during development are made by choosing among well-developed options so that the best combination of quality, cost, and delivery can be achieved.

Production: The chief engineer remains responsible for the business success of the car as it goes into production and over its lifetime.

Mary and Tom Poppendieck

For the sake of simplicity, we use the term product champion, although we recognize that you may not use the word product to refer to your systems. You may be developing

1. Software as a product
2. Software embedded in a product
3. Software enabling a process
4. Software under contract

In the first two cases, the product champion should be the person with business responsibility for the final product. With larger systems, the champion may need assistance with subsystem leadership. Even then, division into subsystems should not be along technology lines, but along subsystem lines, for example, an engine for a car, a medical device programmer, the human interface for an electronic device, and so on.

In the third case—software that enables a process—it is particularly important that the product champion (actually, in this case, the process champion) be responsible for the design and success of the overall process, not just the software.

The fourth case—software developed under contract—is the most problematic for a product champion, especially if the contracting party divorces software development from the rest of system development. In the end, software developed under contract serves a broader purpose, and it would be best to have a product champion responsible for the broader purpose guiding the learning and feedback necessary for system development. We recognize that this is not always possible, but in any case, the product champion(s) must keep the whole system in mind.

A product champion leads two critical activities: a customer-facing role and a technology-facing role. Very often these roles reside in one person, but they can also be successfully shared by two people working in close harmony. In either case, the product champion initiates development by leading a team through the ideation phase.
Customer-Facing Ideation

IDEO is a design firm in California that has been extraordinarily successful at discovering unmet needs and matching them with technically feasible, commercially viable designs. These have led to a remarkable lineup of products that have been extremely successful in delighting customers. As design awards pile up year after year, IDEO has gone into the business of helping other companies copy its design process.\(^{38}\)

IDEO’s design approach is outlined by general manager Tom Kelley in *The Art of Innovation*:\(^ {39}\)

1. **Understand** the market, the client, the technology, and the perceived constraints on the problem. Later we often challenge those constraints, but it’s important to understand current perceptions.

2. **Observe** real people in real life situations to find out what makes them tick; what confuses them, what they like, what they hate, where they have latent needs not addressed by current products and services.

3. **Visualize** new-to-the-world concepts and the customers who will use them. Some people think of this step as predicting the future, and it is probably the most brainstorming-intensive phase of the process.

4. **Evaluate** and refine the prototypes in a series of quick iterations. We try not to get too attached to the first few prototypes, because we know they’ll change. No idea is so good that it can’t be improved upon, and we plan on a series of improvements. . . . We watch for what works and what doesn’t, what confuses people, what they seem to like, and we incrementally improve the product.

5. **Implement** the new concept for commercialization.

We can find no better summary of how to go about ideation. First frame the problem with its constraints. Then become an ethnographer and carefully observe people in that frame. This isn’t about focus groups or market studies; go and watch the people who will use the product. Get inside their heads.

The next step is to visualize, model, and discuss what was observed. Add to the mix a forward-looking view of technology trends over the next few years. You want to skate to where the puck is going,\(^ {40}\) and our technology puck moves fast. Brainstorm, concoct scenarios, tell stories about customers, whip up some prototypes, keep ideas alive.

---


\(^{40}\) Hockey star Wayne Gretzky gave the secret to his success: “I skate to where the puck will be, not to where it is.”
Visualization leads to evaluation, a series of quick experiments that incrementally improve the product. “It doesn’t matter how clever you are, your first idea about something is never right,” says Tim Brown, CEO of IDEO. “So the great value of prototyping—and prototyping quickly and inexpensively—is that you learn about the idea and make it better.”

---

**So That’s How They Do It!**

I have always loved cooking, and for years my kitchen was equipped with the same gadgets that I had grown up with as a child. Then a company called OXO invented a new kind of measuring cup. It’s called an angled measuring cup, and it has an indentation so you can read the liquid level by looking inside the cup. I immediately loved it. No more bending over or holding the cup up high to read the liquid level on the outside of the cup. I could simply glance down inside the measuring cup and see the level. I bought several for my house and plenty for gifts.

Then I started seeing other OXO products: A peeler that felt a lot better in my hand. Utensils that were easy to store. Great cutting boards. Soon my kitchen was full of OXO gadgets. I wondered, “How can a company routinely come out with improvements on cooking tools that have been around for decades? How did they know that I would rather not bend over to measure liquids, that I prefer a bigger handle on a peeler? I didn’t even know it myself!”

Then I read about how IDEO does ethnography; they call it archaeology. They go into houses of people like me and watch me using a measuring cup. They look for times when I’m a bit uncomfortable—bending over or holding a full cup high in the air. They notice when I pick up the peeler that I use an uncomfortable grip. And they invent a gadget that gets rid of these annoyances that I didn’t even know were there.

So that’s how they do it! Simple enough, really. You’d think that if we used the same approach, we might get similar results—fantastic systems that solve problems our customers didn’t even know they had.

Mary Poppendieck

---

In due time, a product concept is ready for implementation. Ideation should not be a long, drawn-out affair, and the resulting concept should be at a high level to leave plenty of room for further learning.

---

Technology-Facing Ideation

Envisioning the product from a customer perspective is not enough in software development. Without an equally effective technology vision—let’s call it an architecture—you aren’t ready to proceed. The same design steps that worked to create a customer-centric view of the product can be used to develop the architectural vision:

1. **Understand:** Technology is forever changing. Start by understanding where it has been and, especially, where it is likely to go over the life of the product.

2. **Observe:** Take some time to observe the people struggling with the problem, from a technology point of view. The technical-facing concept and the customer-facing concept gain their integrity as a system when they are developed together and inform each other.

3. **Visualize:** Model, discuss, brainstorm, test ideas with spikes. Inform these discussions with a keen awareness of where technology is heading and what will be possible over the life of the product.

4. **Evaluate:** Don’t get caught up in the first idea that comes to mind. Experiment. Select three or four options and use set-based design during implementation to make the final choice. Above all, remember that a good software architecture is one that facilitates change in the code over the short term and evolution of the architecture over the long term.

5. **Implement:** At this point the architecture is a technical vision that will grow and evolve as development proceeds and learning takes place. It’s time to start implementation.

The ideation phase will be done when it is done; it shouldn’t have a deadline. It’s not that ideation takes a lot of time; it usually doesn’t. But without a breakaway concept, there can be no breakaway product. So don’t short-change this important step. Develop a clear vision of how the product will meet market needs, how the architecture will support that vision, and how development will proceed. We call this a **product concept**. A product concept is not a detailed plan; it is a framework for proceeding with development.

What is the difference between a detailed plan and a framework for proceeding? Think of it this way: Plans are subject to change as learning occurs, whereas frameworks provide a space for learning to occur. So if you find that

---
42. A spike is a quick technical prototype to test out the viability of a technical approach.
you have to make substantial changes to the product concept after approval, it was too detailed and did not provide for learning.

How do you know when ideation is done? This differs from one context to another, so we don’t have a canned answer. In companies with good ideation processes, the product champion knows when the concept is developed sufficiently to move on to implementation. If you aren’t quite sure, you’ll have to experiment and find out what works for you. We recommend that you start your experiments with a bias toward action. If you wonder whether you’re ready to start implementation, the answer is probably yes.

Your Shot

1. Answer John Seddon’s five questions about your organization:
   a. **Purpose**: What is the purpose of this organization?
   b. **Demand**: What is the nature of customer demand?
   c. **Capability**: What is the system predictably achieving?
   d. **Flow**: How does the work work?
   e. **System conditions**: What are the causes of waste in the system?

2. Choose two to five customer-centric measurements for your system. Some you might consider are:
   a. Time-to-market for product development (for the whole product)
   b. End-to-end response time for customer requests (request-to-resolution time)
   c. Success of the product in the marketplace (profitability, market share)
   d. Business benefits attributable to a new system (measureable business improvement)
   e. Customer time-to-value after delivery (consumability)
   f. Impact of escaped (post-release) defects (customer downtime, financial impact)

3. Create time series charts for each of your customer-centric measures. (Some people call these charts the “voice of the process.”) If the data doesn’t exist, now would be a good time to start measuring.
   a. What do the charts say to you?
   b. Are your work processes stable?
   c. Can you distinguish between common-cause and special-cause variation?
   d. Is the way you do work delivering the results your customers expect?
   e. If not, what should be done?

4. Analyze how you handle requests from your customers:
   a. How much value demand do you receive in a month?
b. How much failure demand do you receive in a month?
c. What is the ratio of failure demand to value demand?
d. What kind of approval process do you use to filter customer demand?
e. What criteria are used?
f. What percentage of the requests are accepted?
g. How long does the approval process take?
h. How long on the average does it take for customers to find out about rejected requests?
i. Do you measure after the fact to see that the projected customer outcomes are achieved?
j. How long does an average approved request take to complete?
k. What do your customers think about your approval process?

5. Gather a team that includes the person responsible for an end-to-end process, if that person exists. Sketch a value stream map of an actual end-to-end flow of a customer demand through your organization's various processes, through the customer's processes, and back to the original customer.
   a. What is the total cycle time?
   b. How much of that time was spent adding value?

6. Have the team brainstorm the goals, policies, and beliefs that cause waste that might exist in your organization in each of the five categories:
   a. Complexity
   b. Economies of scale
   c. Separating decision making from work
   d. Wishful thinking
   e. Technical debt

7. How does ideation take place in your company?
   a. Does your organization have the role of product champion or chief engineer?
   b. How do you move ideas from the fuzzy front end of product development into an approved product concept?
   c. How does it work for you?
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